
Third Conditional

Name: Result: Date: __/40  __/__/20__

It is almost certain that she _____________________ the courage to say
anything if he himself _____________________ the subject of Jennie's
appearance.

1.

(not/have) (not/bring up)

Undoubtedly Barbara had seen her, and if Barbara ____________ to care
for him ever so little, she ______________________ bitterly a thing like that.
2.

(grow) (resent)

But it is more than possible that if he ____________ more about the sword,
he _______________________ the point of honour in this particular case.
3.

(know) (stretch)

They ______________________ surprised if he _____________ like the
others, who now were present.
4.

(not/be) (fail)

Not but what you __________________ just as free if you __________ a
divorce.
5.

(be) (get)

She __________________ it if the woman _______________ where she
was.
6.

(make) (remain)

And if I ___________________ myself that she should remain with me until
his return, he ___________________ her away with him.
7.

(not/insist) (take)

Indeed, if it _______________ for a widowed sister, who mothered the new
baby, it _______________________ long.
8.

(not/be) (not/live)

If he ___________ a stranger he ___________________________, and
he wondered at the cruel indifference of the passers-by.
9.

(be) (not/hesitate)

Just think what a difference it __________________ if the lion
________________ just that minute!
10.

(make) (not/roar)

If I ________________ your feelings, I __________________ away
immediately, or told you all.
11.

(suspect) (go)
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If that young fellow ________________ to himself he
____________________ to everything I demanded.
12.

(passive/leave) (agree)

If he ________________, he ________________________ to pieces.13.
(hesitate) (passive/blow)

If the operator __________ sufficient skill to keep himself from passing
beyond the rising current he ____________________________ indefinitely at
a higher point than that from which he started.

14.

(have) (passive/sustain)

Still our sample __________________ better if he __________ up later.15.
(do) (sit)

If Joe ______________ down that rolling curve of metal, he
__________________ past all these.
16.

(slip) (drop)

She ___________________ school even more if her temper
___________ under better control.
17.

(like) (be)

If weals ______________ up across it, Noel ______________________
surprised.
18.

(start) (not/be)

If he ____________ his wishes full scope, he
________________________ a more delightful scheme.
19.

(give) (not/frame)

If this attempt ___________ successful, the old African
_______________________ a diabolical appearance; but the coat refused to
be buttoned in that style.

20.

(be) (present)
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